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Why Serenade by Century?

Century. Close to Home. Close to you.

Century is a reputable brand in the kitchen cabinet accessory industry, recognized 

for its exceptional and innovative products that are well-designed with great 

intention. However, we understand that a well-designed product is only a part of the 

equation. That’s why our Amish hand-craftsmanship, use of American hardwoods, 

and meticulous attention to every detail are combined with a beautiful 60-sheen 

conversion finish that collectively blends the natural color of the wood with a variety 

of cabinet styles and colors.

We are pleased to announce that we are expanding our offerings to include a 

brand-new line of Vanity products. This allows homeowners to enjoy a seamless 

cabinet experience from their kitchen to their bathroom, while also providing 

cabinet shops with the convenience of a single-source for all their cabinet accessory 

needs.

At Century, we firmly believe that when you purchase one of our products, you are 

receiving the best combination of quality, value, and peace of mind. So, whether 

you’re looking for kitchen or bathroom cabinets, we are committed to providing 

you with exceptional products that are sure to meet your needs and exceed your 

expectations.
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FEATURES
 · Available in Solid Maple or Baltic Birch.

· 1.3-bushel hamper bin capacity.

· Blum Movento soft-close slides for greater  
  extension and easier bin removal. 

· Beautiful 60-sheen conversion finish.

VANIT Y HAMPER
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FEATURES
· Available in Solid Maple and Baltic Birch.

· Single 34-quart bin.

· Blum Tandem soft-close slides.

· Beautiful 60-sheen conversion finish.

WASTE UNIT
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FEATURES
· Available in Solid Maple.

· 3 poly trays and non-slip mat on bottom shelf to organize your items.

· 15 amp UL listed Docking Drawer with duel outlets.

· Stainless-steel canisters to store hair dryer, flat iron, and curling iron.

· Square stainless-steel canister for cord management.

· Beautiful 60-sheen conversion varnish.

· Blum Tandem slides.
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FEATURES
· Available in Solid Maple.

· 3 poly trays and non-slip mat on bottom shelf to organize your items.

· Stainless-steel canisters to store hair dryer, flat iron, and curling iron.

· Square stainless-steel canister for cord management.

· Beautiful 60-sheen conversion finish.

· Blum Tandem slides.
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FEATURES
· Available in Solid Maple.

· 6 poly trays and non-slip mats to organize your items.

· Beautiful 60-sheen conversion finish.

· Blum Tandem slides.

BASE ORGANIZER
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X-SERIES BRACKE T

FEATURES
· Tool-free adjustability for roll-out shelves

· The patented (#9364090) metal brackets screw to under  
  mount and side mount slides and with a simple slide/swing  
  motion lock firmly into the wood pilaster.

· Prefinished Solid Maple pilasters are available in 1", 1.25"  
  and 2.5" widths and can be ripped down for custom fitting.
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VANITY WASTE SYSTEMS
ITEM # DESCRIPTION AND/OR SIZES MCO Width

SIGBM11PF-18 Solid Maple Unit, 11-7/8" x 18-1/2" x 19-5/8", Prefinished, 34 quart bin, Blum Tandem 100# slides 12"

CASBM11PF-18 Baltic Birch unit, 11-7/8" x 18-1/2" x 19-5/8", Prefinished, 34 quart bin, Blum Tendem 100# slides 12"

VANITY HAMPER SYSTEMS
ITEM # DESCRIPTION AND/OR SIZES MCO Width

SIGHAM14PF-N Solid Maple unit, 14-3/8" x 20" x 19-5/8", Prefinished, Blum Movento 132# slides, 1.3 bushel hamper 14-1/2"

CASHAM14PF-N Baltic Birch unit, 14-3/8" x 20” x 19-5/8", Prefinished, Blum Movento 132# slides, 1.3 bushel hamper 14-1/2"

VANITY GROOMING ORGANIZERS
ITEM # DESCRIPTION AND/OR SIZES MCO Width

SIGGO85PF-18 Solid Maple unit, 8-7/8" x 18-1/2" x 26-3/4", Prefinished, no outlet, Stainless canisters for hair dryer, flat iron, and 
curling iron, Blum Tandem 100# slides, 3 poly trays 9"

SIGGO-EL85PF-18 Solid Maple unit, 8-7/8" x 18-1/2" x 26-3/4", Prefinished, with Docking Drawer outlet, Stainless steel canisters for 
hair dryer, flat iron, and curling iron, 3 poly trays. 9"

VANITY ORGANIZER PULL-OUT
ITEM # DESCRIPTION AND/OR SIZES MCO Width

SIGBO85PF-18 Solid Maple unit, 8-7/8" x 18-1/2" x 26-3/4", Prefinished, Blum Tendem 100# slides, 6 poly trays 9"

SPECIFICATIONS
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X-SERIES BRACKETS FOR BASE CABINETS
ITEM # DESCRIPTION AND/OR SIZES

XB150FL 8 Brackets, (4) 1" x 20-7/8" Pilasters for standard height base cabinet

XB150N 8 Brackets, (4) 1-1/4" x 20-7/8" Pilasters for standard height base cabinet

XB150W 8 Brackets, (4) 2-1/2" x 20-7/8" Pilasters for standard height base cabinet

XB250FL 8 Brackets, (4) 1" x 27-1/8" Pilasters for full height base cabinet

XB250N 8 Brackets, (4) 1-1/4" x 27-1/8" Pilasters for full height base cabinet

XB250W 8 Brackets, (4) 2-1/2" x 27-1/8" Pilasters for full height base cabinet

ITEM # BRACKETS ONLY - for those wanting to make the pilasters

XBONLY1 4 Brackets with screws. (for 1 rollout shelf )

XBONLY20 80 Brackets with screws. (for 20 rollout shelves)

XBONLY50 200 Brackets with screws. (for 50 rollout shelves)

XBONLY200 800 Brackets with screws. (for 200 rollout shelves)

Volume pilasters available in 250 or 500 count orders.
Check with your local distributor.



At Century we don’t believe in matching industry standard; our goal is 
to exceed them and our new Vanity accessory program is no exception. 
Offering all the same features of our kitchen accessory line of exceptional 
designs, world class craftsmanship, and beautiful finishes your  experience 
is seamless from the kitchen to the bathroom.

How do we achieve this? It’s not difficult to explain. Like all Century 
products the Serenade Vanity line is made right here in Sugarcreek, Ohio in 
the heart of Amish Country as opposed to being mass-produced overseas 
and shipped in by the container loads. Our craftsmen are from among the 
best. Working at individual work stations, they meticulously craft world class 
products daily. They care about details and enjoy what they do, resulting in 
some of the finest vanity pullouts you will find anywhere.
We invite you to join the Century family and experience the difference.

CEO

Jeff Miller

The Century Difference
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1874 CR 140,  SUGARCREEK ,  OH 44681 •  330-852-3610 •  CENTURYMADE .COM
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